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Abstract 

The BUR experience Is Halted to one reactor but the PUR experience covers a 
wide range of successive generations ot power plants (7 In total). The ayateas 
are described and their water chealstry briefly coaaented. Soae R4D pertoraed 
un the effects of the operating reglaes (steady state and transients) are sua-
aarlzed. 

Observations aade by poo.' jlde Inspections and post Irradiation exaalnatlons of 
fuel are outlined concerning water "healstry effects (crud deposits and corro
sion) and "aechantcal" coolant-cladding Interaction (chip deposits and baffle 
jetting). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear power started to be produced In Belgium In 1962 when the BR 3 
plant was connected to the grid. This plant and all the successive ones are 
I'UR's and represent the conplete evolution froa the rather modest power den
sities typical of the sixties up to the ones representative of modern designs 
(Table 1) 



K The Initial operating conditions of BR 3 were very conservative but 
have been uprated. At the present time, this power plant la partially devo
ted to development and testing of nuclear fuel. The core design takes Into 
account that some experimental fuel rods require representatives fuel Irra
diation conditions (LHCR), while others require representative cladding Ir
radiation conditions (average oladdlng temperature); the latter la obtained 
by opeiattng those rods at high heat ratings, as Illustrated In Table 1. It 
has enabled to obtain representative data for what concerns clad oxidation 
and crud deposition. The Initial cores consisted of stainless steel clad
ding; Zlrcaloy 4 was progressively replacing stainless steel Iron 1969 on. 
It afforded the possibility of comparing the behaviour of those two cladding 
materials Irradiated simultaneously. The CHA plant was also uprated by a 
factor 1.34 from Its Initial design power, partially by reducing the number 
uf assemblies In the core and partially by Increasing the reactor power. It 
Is still operated with stainless steel clad fuel rods. 

The Dodewaard power plant Is operated by GKN (the Netherlands). Compar
ative characteristics of this rather early design of BWR's and modern ones 
are given In Table 2. Dodewaard has mainly been utilized, In the frame of 
the Belgian R&D programme on nuclear fuels, to Investigate multiple fuel 
design aspects and. In particular, to compare various surface treatments of 
the fuel claddings and alternative spacer grid designs; It provides Indeed 
representative environment conditions for testing BUR fuel. 

The present paper will outline a few observations collected from those 
power plants. 

2. WATER CHEMISTRY OF THE PUR'S 

The particular case of UOEL 1 4 2 will be used as an example, since It 
has been studied In detail |l|. 

2.1. Description of UOEI, 1 and 2 

The reactor vessel Is 10.60 m high with an Internal diameter of 3.31 m; 
it Is made of carbon steel coated Inside with stainless steel. 

The reactor core consist of 121 fuel assemblies, each of them contain
ing 179 fuel rods and 17 gulde-thlmbl 'B fur the control rod cluster, Instru
mentation, neutron sources and burnable poison. The fuel assembly has a 
aqtiare section of 0.197 x 0.197 m 2 and a total length of 2.853 m. The Zir-
caloy-4 cladding has an external diameter of 10.7 mm. The total surface of 
Zircaloy-4 amounts to *n 2270 m2. 

The 33 control rod clusters consist of an Ag-In-Cd-alloy In a stainless 
steel cladding: the control rods glide In gulde-thlmbles which are part of 
the fuel assembly structure. 

The two steam generators each contain 3260 U-tubes; the totsl surface 
tec heat transport to the secondary system equals 4130 • . Tubes are lnco-
nel 600 and the water chambers under the plpeplate are coated with stainless 
steel. The different components of the primary coolant are connected with 
stainless steel tubes. 

The circulation pumps are placed on the cold legs : wear surfaces are 
made of stelltte, which is essentially a cobalt-chromium-tungsten carbon al
loy. Stellltes have been developed for their resistance to wear, to oxida
tion and corrosion at elevated temperatures snd to s wide range of ihcaieals. 
Because of their use In the pumps, stellltes are however subject to some 
mechanical wear and erosion. The processes can cause the release of 
significant amounts of cobalt, chromium snd tungsten Into the primary 
circuit and eventually the build-up of longllved activation products |2, 3). 

2.2. Adopted chemistry 

The cooling water of the PWR's UOEL I ("KCDI") and DOEL 2 ("KCD2") Is 
pressurized at 15.4 HPa (157 kg/cm ) and has an average core temperature of 
286't (zero power) to 302*C (maximum power). 

The concentration of boric acid as a function of burnup Is Illustrated 
In figure 2.1, during the reactor cycle. During shutdown and refuelling, 
the boric concentration Is Increased to 1900 ppm B. 



Boric a d d added to the water forms different ionic species defined by 
the general equation : 

x 8(OU) 3 + y OH" - »„(<>")"!'3x + y 

The significant species formed at high temperature and Moderate alkali-
nltles are B<OH) 3, B(0H)~ A, B 2(OH)~ 7 and B3(0ll)~ (4). The dependence of 
the equilibrium constant on temperature and Ionic strength Is discussed In 
HI-

At high temperatures botlc acid is a weak acid, indicated by the de
creasing difference In pll between the solution with 1500 ppm B (as boric 
acid) and pure water. The same solution with 10 molal strong base 
(e.g. KOH) Is significantly alkaline with respect to pure water at 300* C. 

As a rule, the corrosion of iron and nickel based alloys Is lowest In 
moderately alkaline solutions. Therefore 'LIOH Is added to the coolant. 
'Li has a low neutron capture cross-section and does not form radioactive 
products. Addlttonnal 1.1 is produced by the reaction U (n.ov) Li. 
Naturally occurring lithium contains only 7X ?L1 and 93% °L1. The latter 
Isotope undergoes the reaction °L1 (n,tx)^ll, to form undesirable tritium. 
Therefore naturally occurring lithium Is enriched to 99.9X ?Li. L101I is a 
slightly weaker base than NaOH or KOIt at high temperatures. For the D0E1. 1 
and DOEL 2 power plant, boric acid concentration varies from zero to 1200 
ppm B, and the LlOH-concentratlon from t/% 400 ugl to m 2000 jjgl , 
in a way that an allmost constant pll of 6.5 Is maintained. 

The radlolysls of water In nuclear power reactors has been Investigated 
exhaustively by many scientists and several books describe the general prin
ciples |SI. Simpllatlcally, ionising radiation decomposes water to form 
ll\ OH -, II, Oil, ll2, 0^, H 2 0 2 , e~ and II0~2. The stable products are H 2, 0 2 

and BjO^. The other species are Intermediates (which decay) or Ionic 
forms but their ephemeral presence near the cladding surface may be a cause 
of the observed irradiation Induced corrosion enhancement. The 0 2 and 
H 2

U
2 > formed continuously In the water, accelerates corrosion of the 

structural materials. To cope with this problem, H 2 Is added to water in 
such an amount ss to schleve undetectable levels of 0 2 and HoO.. Vor 

the power plants DOEL I and DOEL 2, the ll2-concentratlon In the primary 
coolant Is maintained at 36 ^ 5 cm 3H 2/kg. 

2.3. Characterization of corrosion particles 

2.3.1. fti£ijig__8jtei»dv^ £ta_te_ £eJ£,«e_°f. £t>e_ £.«ac.tojr_. 

Coolant data during one reactor cycle are summarized In Table 3. 
The primary coolant contains a lot of corrosion products, which are present 
at a concentration of a few ppb. The major part of these elements are pre
sent In the form of crud particles In suspension ss can be seen In Table 5; 
the normal range of crud present In the coolant is 50 to 500jig/l. Tsble 6 
gives typical Inventories of fission and activation products resulting from 
fissions of uranium contaminating the surfaces, leakage through cladding de
fects and neutron capture reactions. A more detailed analysis of the fil
terable fraction of the activity reveals 5 8Co, 5 ,Cr, o 0 C o , 5*Hn and i 9 t e as 
the most important Isotopes. Table 7 gives the specific activity of the 
Isotopes as Bq per mg crud. 

On the basis of those data and similar measurements the follow
ing conclusion can be made : 
a. The activation products are the main source of plant radiation levels 

during shutdown. *°Co and Cr each account for 45Z of the total radio
activity, and, 6 0 C o , 5*Mn and 5 9 F e for a few X. 

b. The activity level of these Isotopes Is higher for KCD 2 thsn for KCD I, 
although these are twin plants operated within the same specifications. 

c. The activation products occur in the coolsnt mainly as particles In sus
pension, except for " H n which Is deduced to be partly (40 to 60Z) 
present In soluble form In the coolant. 

d. The distribution of the activity over the filter membranes Indicates that 
about 80Z of the filterable activity la associated with particles grester 
than 2 um. The remaining activity is about equally distributed over the 
smaller particles. 



SI e. The specific activity of the crud Is a function of the particle Jlameter 
(Table 7).Particles greater than 2 um 9 have a significantly greater spe-
clflc activity than the smaller ones. The smallest particles (0 0.l>m>) 
have a somewhat greater specific activity than the medium size particles. 

f. Treatments of the coolant with ion exchange resins (mixed bed) show that 
•A 2Z of the activity In the coolant Is captured on the IX. This means 
that about 6Z of the activity that has not been filtered by the filter 
membrane with pore size of 0.1 >im. Is not present as Ions In solutions 
but associated with particles In suspension with a diameter less than 0.1 
lis. The total activity associated with particles In suspension can 
therefore be estimated at •« 98Z. 

g. ^ 8Co Is associated with particles In suspension > 0.1 tin for about 
/OI. 

h. Since 'Mil was suspected to appear as Ions In solution, the coolant 
was passed through a mixed bed Ion exchanger. Only 15Z of 5*Hn and 4X of 
5 8 C o were retained on the Ion exchange bed. which means that **Hn as well 
la mainly associated with particles In suspension but with a smaller par
ticle size (Tabic 7). 

Since the activity In the primary coolant Is mainly associated 
with particles In suspension, these particles were studied more In detail. 
K great variety of particles can be observed with or without regular forms, 
present In clusters or Isolated. Stereoscopic examination shows the greater 
particles as being agglomerates of smaller ones. It Is not known If these 
clusters are present In the coolant or formed during filtration. Therefore 
It is very difficult to establish a particle size distribution from these 
SEH pictures. 

Chemical analysis by means of the emitted X-rays reveals the 
presence of Fe, Cr, Nl and SI. Fy means of point-analysis, it appears that 
individual particles have a different composition. Fe, Cr and Nl are nearly 
airways detected in changing proportions. SI is detected frequently and 
elements as Ho, Mn, V, Zr, Tl are usually only present as minor elements. 

The Ouantimet results give supplementary Information about the 
particle size distribution of the corrosion particles. Figure 2 gives a re
presentation of the particle size distribution. The zone beneath 0.5 Jim 
cannot he explored with the optical microscope. 

The corrosion products In the primary coolant have a magnetite 
or a spinel-type ferrlte structure, ss determined by X-ray diffraction ana
lysis (Table 8 ) . Magnetite is the double oxide FeO.Pe 20 3. In this spi
nel-type structure Fe II and Fe III can be replaced by other bivalent or 
trivalent metals of similar atomic radius e.g. Cu, Nl, Cr, Mil, Mg, Zn, Co. 
The structure (Fe,Mg)(Cr,Fe)2u4 only indicates the presence of a spinel-
type structure of undetermined composition, where Fe 11 and Fe III are re
placed by other metals. 

2.3,2. Ui£ln_g_tjran8ient_phs£e o£ UIIB £«».<:itor KCD £ 

The transient phase under investigation wss the normal sliutdnwn 
procedure to refuelling of the power plant KCD 2 (October 1978). Power-, 
temperature- and pressure changes are given In figure 3 as a function of 
time. 

For all detectable elements a considerable increase in concen
tration la observed which begins already during power decrease, reschlng a 
constant level after about 20 hours. The Injection of llj^ Seems to ha
ve a limited Influence on the release of corrosion products in the coolant. 
The levels of the concentration lu the coolant and the filtrate are compara
ble Indicating the presence of non filterable colloids or Ions In solution. 
Figures 4 and 5 give the variation of the concentration of the elements as a 
function of time. Results on the particles In suspension are summarized in 
Table 9, These results confirm that the elements are present In the coolant 
as very small colloids or ions In solution because the concentration of the 
elements in the coolant increases considerably without corresponding in
crease of the suspended particles. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of the activity of the prima
ry coolant during the shutdown procedure. At decreasing power the activity 
Increases with a factor 5 to 10 for the four Isotopes mentioned. During 
this phase the activity of the particles In suspension Increases as well. 



During the first phase of cooling down and but at at Ion the activity in the 
coolant remains fairly constant. On the other hand the activity associated 
with particles In suspension decreases, whereby the concentration of the ra
dioisotopes as Ions In solution increases by a corresponding aaount. During 
the second phase of the cooling down period a strong boratatlon to 1900 ppa 
It takes place and as a consequence the coolant activity Increases again with 
a factor "> to 10. The activity of particles In suspension reaatna practi
cally constant and the activity of Ions In solution Increases parallel with 
the total activity of the coolant. The addition of tl2°2 aeeaa to have a 
Halted Influence on the activity profile. The 5 8 C o activity changes over a 
•uch greater tlae Interval after shutdown. The activity Increase takes pla
ce during the first day after shutdown and the Ions In solution are ellal-
nated by Ion exchange treataent over a period of two weeks. 

SEM-analysea have been perforated to Identify the physical struc
ture and chealcal composition of the corrosion particles. In addition to 
tlu usual forms also present In the coolant under stable conditions, flake
like structures are observed. 

X-ray diffraction analysis reveals alaitar structures as during 
steady state operations : FejO^ and the aixed spinel (Fe, Mg)(Cr ,r'e)2°4-
Saaples taken after 40 hours shutdowns apparently lost the structured coa-
puunds yielding X-ray diffraction patterns. 

In general, during the transient phases of the reactor coolant, 
the coaposltton of the coolant water Is coapletely disturbed. Due to power 
decrease, cooling down and boratatlon the lapurity concentration Increases 
strongly froa beneath 50 ug I"' during steady state to more than 2000 jig 
1 at 20 hours after shutdown. 

The Increase of Impurity concentration can be subdivided Into 
several steps : 
a. During power decrease the activity in the coolant increases by an order 

of aagnltude at nearly constant concentration of suspended particles or 
total Impurities. However the activity is mainly present as suspended 
material. 

b. During the cooling and boratatlon period both the activity level and the 
corrosion products concentration Increases, 'tiring this etagt* s general 
dissolution of corrosion products takes place. 

During a particular shutdown of the reactor KCI) 2, the coolant 
was passed through a set of membrane filters and a cation- and anton-ex-
change resin to find out which part of the activity Is associated with par
ticles and which part present as ions In solution. Figure 8 summerlies the 
results obtslned. As can be seen again about SOX of the °Co activity 
Is associated with particulates before shutdown. After shutdown the propor
tion of Ions In solution Increases to reach about 99% after 6 days. The 

137 same pattern occurs for Cs which starts however with B5X activity 
associated with ions in solution. Both Ions are present under ratlonlc form 
for the nuclides Indicated with the exception of a few X anionic formx. The 
general conclusion out frua these date Is that a few days after shutdown the 
whole activity Is present In the coolsnt as Ions In solution. 

2.3.3. I^£iiiH_t£»n»iejIt_^j>aJLe__0I. i" 8. £ e a. cJL 0£ JM-H i 
The transient phase Investigated was the normal shutdown proce

dure prior to refuelling of the power plant KCD I (March 1979). The general 
observations were similar to the KCD 2. 

2 . 3 . 4 . £NA £bjBervat^ojis 

The behaviour of corrosion products during the shutdown procedu
re of KCD I and 2 can be compared with similar results obtained at other 
power plants. During the shutdown of CNA (Chooz) In 1972, about the same 
procedure has been followed with the exception of a lower boron 
concentration, 1000 ppa Instead of 1900 ppm B for KCD. About the ssme 
conclusions can be drawn. However the level of the activity associated with 
the particles in suspension seems to be such higher for CNA than for KCD. 
The smaller boratatlon Bight be responsible for this. 



if 2.4. Lessons learned 

2. A. 1. Nature_oJf_ U«<e «>£r<>Bjoii p_r oduc£s 

Little work has been reported on the exact nature of the pro
ducts resulting from corrosion In nuclear reactors. The Information that 
does exist shows that deposits from reactor coolant circuits contain aetals, 
•etal oxides and spinel mixed oxides. HacOonald and Rummery |6,7| perforated 
a thermodynamic study of metals and metal oxides In aqueous systesis at ele
vated temperatures; they state that the chemical properties of reactor c m d 
can depend upon the partial pressure of hydrogen and oxygen In the syatem. 
Figure 9 presents the equilibrium concentrations of hydrogen In solution for 
the Nt/HtO and Co/CoO systems. At hydrogen concentrations greater than the 
equilibrium values the metals are stable. At temperatures less than 150*0 
only very small concentrations of hydrogen are required to reduce the oxides 
to their respective metals. At higher temperature, however, the concentra
tion of hydrogen required Increases rapidly. In the case of the lron/lron-
oxtde ayatem, magnetite (FejO^) Is the stable oxide at these levels of 
hydrogen over the entire temperature cone of Interest. 

Nany authors repott that spinel mixed oxides of the type t*7e2^4 
can be formed under the conditions of lutereat. In view of the possible im
plication of oxides of this type In radioactivity transport and corrosion 
phenomena of metals In h*gh temperature aqueous systems, Summery and Hac-
Oonald 17) have examined the thermodynamic stabilities of the ferrltea at 
the levels of oxygen and hydrogen and at the temperatures commonly used In 
the operation of water cooled nuclear reactors and whether, once formed, the 
ferrlte can be expected to remain In the system without undergoing either 
oxidation or reduction. For the coolant conditions of KCU 1 + 2 (tempera
tures of 280* to 300°C, 35 ml/kg of hydrogen and 2.2 jjg/1 of oxygen) one 
would expect to find NlFejO^ and CoFejO^. These conditions are so 
far consistent with the observations made on corrosion products, that mixed 
spinel structures are found but K was not possible to Identify the exact 
nature of these ferrltee. Cobalt Is present In the coolant system structur
al materials In too low quantities to form detectable levels of CoFe^'^- '" 
any event, since cobalt la thermodynamtcally similar to nickel, and since 

NlFe2<>4 and Cot^O*, can form solid solutions, It Is likely that cobalt Is as
sociated with nickel In NlFe^O;,. The resultant mixed oxide of the form 
Co xNl 1_ xFe2°4 probably behaves similarly to NlFejO* since x <« I 

2.4.2. J_ransie_n£ £,ea_ctojr operations 

With the data from KCU 2, confirmed by the resulta tor KCU I, a 
general model of the behaviour of corrosion products during shutdown can be 
drawn. The primary coolant circuit consists of a closed system filled with 
water. On the walla a layer of oxide material Is deposed and In the water 
phase Itself a smsll amount of corrosion material is circulating as partic
les in suspension. During transient phases of the reactor, e.g. shutdown 
procedures, this oxide material dissolves. This generally happens at the 
wall of the circuit whereby fixed material dissolves directly. Spelling of 
this oxide layer results in the formation of particulate matter hut this 
process is of limited Importance compared to the direct dissolution process. 
Particles in suspension dissolve as well and slowly decrease in diameter. 
Several classes of particles are thus formed during dissolution, the greater 
particle size feeding the smaller ones and simultaneously feeding ions into 
the solution. By spslllng of the oxide layer all fractions are simultaneous
ly fed but this feed term Is of minor importance compared to the direct dis
solution. The dissolution of deposed oxide layers on the wall is not com
plete, ending with a partially cleaned Burface, with a small amount of par
ticles in suspension and with a considerable amount of dissolved matter. 
These dissolved elements are separated from the coolant by ion exchange in 
the purification system of the primary coolant circuit. The model is schema
tically depicted in Figure 10. Two parameters are Influencing the process : 
temperature and boron concentration. A decreaalng temperature from 300*C to 
100*C at 20 ppm H results in a steady state situation or a decreased solu
bility. At higher boron concentrations this decreasing solubility cone is 
much smaller and Ilea between 300°C and 270*C. Increasing the boron concen
tration, especially at low temperature, results In a high solubility in
crease. The Bolublllty at 50*C Is about two orders of magnitude higher when 
the boron concentration equals 1000 ppm B instead of 20 ppm B. This means 
that the pll-parameter has Mich more Impact on the dissolution phenomenon 
than has the temperature parameter. This has indeed been shown in the 



results obtained for KCD 1 + 2 . The variations in impurity concentration 
and activity level follow such closer the boron concentration pattern. 

1. OBSERVATIONS OF CRUU AND CORROSION ON LWR FUELS 

Tiie reaults reported by various investlgatora indicate two extreme, on 
the baala of observations perforated on irradiated fuel. Soae Investigators 
have found crud deposition on fuel to be minor or even nil; only a corrosion 
layer is observed, witSi a variability froa plant to plant and even froa cy
cle to cycle that iaposea to use an arbitrary (beat-fit) enhancement factor 
In the corrosion equations |8|. Others have observed crud deposits to play 
an Important role In aost of their observations; the variability of these 
crud deposits froa plant to plant explain aost of the variability of the 
corrosion observed on the cladding. 

We are tenant of the second hypothesis : the crud ooserved on the fuel 
rod surfaces after Irradiation aay not be a correct laage of the situation 
during Irradiation and crud la known to affect clad OD teaperature and 
therefore corrosion |9|. The present chapter will summarize soae observa
tions In that respect. The concurrent data on hydrldlng will not be repor
ted here, since It Justifies a genuine development. 

3.1. BR 3 (PWR) 

3.1.1. Stainless j»teel_ £laddlng£ 

Early fuel Irradiated at aodest MICK'S (below 130 W/ca) to a 
aodest burnup (6 tiWd/tM) presented only a uniform corrosion layer, with no 
crud deposits 110|. Later fuel Irradiated at 200 W/ca to a burnup of 40 
CWd/tM preaented swallow pits up to 6 ua deep. The thin crud deposit (lOjia) 
was filling those pita |ll|. 

3.1.2. Zi r^caioyCl^addl^n^s 

Crud deposits have been observed in the highest rated rods with 
I an induced Influence on clad corrosion. The enhanced corrosion underneath 

thick crud layer led to the failure of six fuel rods in one reactor cycle 
after 380 days |12|, at locations of high local heat flux (170 W/ca 2). 

The general observation is that crud deposits are a complex 
function of : 
- the cleaning operations of primary circuit surfacea during prevloua shut
down (for maintenance and/or inspection) 

- the prlaary coolant cheatstry during the reactor operation 
- the local heat transfer characteristics at the cladding surface 
- the history evolution of those factors. 

More tlae would need to be devoted to the data base to drsw com
prehensive conclusions. Soae considerations are outlined In |I2|. 

3.2. CNA and KCD 1 and 2 (PWR's) 

Mostly visual examination on the fuel froa those power plants together 
with the experiments presented In section 2 conflra the more detailed exami
nation made on BR 3 fuel. It suggests that the cold shutdown laage of the 
cladding surface might not be a true representation of the crud layer under 
operating conditions. In particular, porous crud aay dissolve st varying 
ratea depending on the shutdown history. 

3.3. Uodewaard (BWR) 

Numerous post-lrradiatlon examinations |e.g. 13,14| hsve confirmed the 
presence of a thick porous crud layer on the cladding surface; it result* 
froa some of the primary circuit being carbon steel. This crud Is quite 
loose and can easily be brushed away. Although Uodewaard Is a natural cir
culation reactor with low coolant velocities, it Is obvious that aost of 
this crud can not adhere to the cladding surface under operating conditions. 
Quite a large amount of the crud is even lost If the fuel ssseably or rod Is 
moved rapidly In the pool. 



O 3.4. Leaaons learned 

Crud deposits are a major cause of tor ronton enhancement. The varia
bility of observed crud layer frost cycle to cycle la a complex function of 
coolant chealatry, temperature levels and evolution of both during Irradia
tion. Posl-irradlation measurements are deceiving since shutdown conditions 
are altering the crud conditions. 

4. MECHANICAL COOLANT/CLADDING INTERACTION 

Moat attention la devoted to the chemical aspect of CC1. Two paitlcn-
lar occurence* In Belgian power plants have recently focused the attention 
on aoae Mechanical aspects. 

4.4. KCD 2 chip* Incident 

4.1.1. During the KCD 2 annual overhaul In 1982, several operatlona 
(e.g. plugging*, sleeving, tube pulling) were carried out on the ateam gen
erators C S C " ) , in relation with the leakage situation which la typical of 
most PUR's. One of thea conalsted In drilling holes In the Inner walls of 
the SC nozzles. In spite of the very tight procedures, the quality control 
Inspectors Intervening at hold points snd docuaentlng each Inspection In a 
report snd a quality assurance supervisor Inspecting these reports, one 
chip-catcher had been forgotten In the hot leg nozzle of a SC. After one 
week of operation, the plant had to be atopped for SC leakage. The aetalllc 
debris of the chip-catcher were discovered and reaoved, but the saall dril
ling chips It contained were already distributed in the primary circuit. The 
unit was restarted. 

4.1.2. In the weeks after ihe restart, the activity of the primary wa
ter raised. Indicating multiple fuel daaage. Finally the plant reached the 
technical specification Halt of 1 In the secondary circuit and had to be 
slut-down. A alpplug campaign of the whole core revealed three leakers, all 
of thea fresh fuel assemblies (hence with only a weak sipping signal). 
Visual Inspection of the leakers showed some foreign material catched be

tween fuel rods in the lower spacer grid spans; sdditlonal exnainationa re
vealed the chips in nearly every fuel assembly. 

Host saaplns were hard to collect, aa the material was like wel
ded in plsce. The chip* were highly radiosctlve, which indicated that they 
had been in the core for quite a long time (leading to the erroneous con
clusion thst these were not the steam generstor drilling chips). Chemical 
and spectrometry analysis showed these chips to be metallic, carbon steel 
for part of thea and stainless steel for the other part. 

Since chips were found on the route followed by the manipulated 
fuel assemblies (I.e. on the top of the core baffle and the bottom of the 
reactor pool). It was clear that some chlpa were falling out and therefore 
fairly loose. 

4.1.3. It was quite unanimously recommended that the chlpa had to be 
extracted from the fuel assemblies and from the whole prlaary circuit, tut 
the opinion* and motivation* were diverse (and sometimes contradictory); 
amongst them : 
- the reason why only new assemblies were affected could be that only a thin 

protective layer of zirconium oxide is present (a beneficial aspect of 
Zlrcsloy corroslonl) 

- the erosion of the cladding by chips can spread leskage and threaten the 
whole core 

- flow blockage by chips can create local burnout or boiling with Induced Zry 
corrosion (even more severe at sliutdowii conditions, i.e. no ot low flow) 

- chips may block s control rod ("CK") and prevent It from dropping in a 
aafety related event 

- carbon steel chips can induce corrosion of SS parts, i.e. assembly bottam 
end pieces. 

4.1.4. The Inspection and clean-up involved the whole primary circuit : 
- upper reactor internals : bottom plate Interior of CR guide tubes, CR 
drive mechanisms in the stand-pipes of the vessel head. Some chips were 
found. 



- lower reactor Internals, reactor vessel bottom, core barrel and core 
support plates. No or few chips were found there. 

- reactor vessel nozzles and the hot and cold legs (the latter, iron vessel 
to pumps and froai SG to pump); this waa performed by a small submarine 
equipped with a camera. The hot leg Internal surfaces looked black and 
dirty and the cold leg ones brighter. No chips. 

- SC's 
- pressurlzer. No chips. 

The amount of chips collected by that time was sufficient to 
analyse the two categories and to confirm their source : 
- small hard SS chips, resulting from the drilling through the SS cladding 

of the SC nozzle 
- larger soft and rusty carbon steel chips, resulting from the drilling Into 

the nozzle wall. 

4.1.5. Vhe fuel element clean-up waa being performed In parallel In the 
spent fuel pool and consisted In the following successive steps : 
- extraction of the externally visible chips, by a little tool ("plddler") 

fitted on a camera, since this equipment waa available and the personnel 
trained. It allowed to see only the peripheral rods of the assembly. 

- high velocity water flow cleaning. In a specially built equipment (the 
"washing machine") allowing to alternate normal and counter current flow, 
while collecting the chips In a cyclone 

^ control on an Inspection stand 
- leak testing by an elaborate ultra-sonic equipment; this detected 4 more 

leakers. Increasing the total to 7 (out of the 121 assemblies constituting 
the core) 

- water jet cleaning of the Interior of the CK guide thimble. 

4.1.6. The total amount of recuperated chips Is Indicated In Table 10. 
It Is In majority large C steel chips, for which the fuel assemblies acted 
as an efficient filter. 

4.1.7. After reloading the core with 80 assemblies present In Hie pre-
(j vlous cycle and 41 older spent assemblies, the unit was back on the grid I5S 

days after its atop. For a large (IDUD HWe) power plant, this loss of 
availability would represent 100 to 111) H$. To It must be added 2 H$ regis
tered as direct expenses (services, machines, core calculations, etc.) and 1 
H$ estimated for Indirect costa and the transport and repair of defective 
fuel assemblies. Tills la the present aituatlon : additional fuel leakage, 
as a consequence of previous damage, and the unavoidable SU leakage might 
again lead to the technical specification limit being reached, with the 
obligation to shutdown for further fuel replacement, 

4.2. CNA chip occurences 

In 1978, debris alike the KCU 2 carbon steel chips (In enveloppe size 
but not In shape) were carried around the primary circuit, as a result of 
the failure of a metallic aeal ring. These debrla were alao obaerved to be 
catched between the fuel rods near the grids. Safety and performance ana
lyses (IS) Indicated that the preaence of theae debrla waa unlikely to pre
sent a threat preventing further utilization of these assemblies. The de
brla were therefore left in place and the assemblies were reloaded and Ir
radiated to standard discharge burnup. No occurence of fuel failure waa no
ticed. 

4.3. Tlhange I baffle Jetting 

The core consists of 151 assemblies, approximately one third uf which 
are fresh. Tihange 1 la one of the PWR'a affected by baffle Jetting; moat 
of the remedies failed to cure the defect, which has rather the tendency to 
extend over the years. This defects led to the failure of fresh fuel assem
blies located In front of the baffle leaka; the number of failed assemblies 
discovered during the annual refuelling shutdowns from 1980 to february 1983 
were successively 2, 6, 8 and 7. Some of these assemblies were successfully 
repaired |I6|. The design of the subsequent assemblies to be located at 
baffle Jet affected locations was modified, hy replacing two fuel rods by 
dummy rods and adding local shroud pieces, to make them baffle Jet leslstant. 



M 4.4. Lessons learned 

"Mechanical- coolant/cladding Interaction liaa been the »aln cause of 
fuel failure In Belgian power planta during the last years. It showed the 
frustrating tendency to affect only fresh fuel (i.e. fuel during Its first 
Irradiation cycle). 

Ulth the SG leakage rate experienced in soae PWR'a, secondary circuit 
activity has become the atalu Halting factor for the amount of leaking fuel 
admissible In the core. Results of previous surveys on the economic Impact 
of fuel failure (e.g. 17| should be revlaed in thla perspective. 

In some instances (e.g. baffle jetting), proper fuel assembly design 
can attenuate the propensity of the fuel to fall. In other caaea (e.g. cir
culating debris), the cladding properties seem to play a significant role ; 
the mechanism of clad failure when a debris is catched In a fuel assembly 
should be clarified (burnout, corroalon and/or erosion?). 

Coolant specifications and control techniques (including sampling) re
garding "suspended solids" should be revised. Tills includes an assessment 
of the capability of loose-part aonltorlng systeas. 

S, CONCLUSIONS 

Coolant/Cladding Interaction ("CCI") haa been the aajor cause of fuel 
failure in the Belgian planta over the recent years. Ulth only 7 nuclear 
power plants in operation, this observation Might not be representative of 
the world-wide situation. It suggests however that adequate attention should 
be devoted to CCI. As was done In the past for PCI (pellet/cladding inter
action), It should include a proper understanding of the parameters affect
ing the phenomena and a search for remedies. 

Water chemistry has been investigated since many years and interesting 
•tuta 'oases already exist, mainly on separate effects. An operating power 
plant Is however a complex environment with frequent disturbances to steady 

state conditions. A comprehensive understanding of the Interactive parame
ters la likely to reduce the inconveniences the plant operator has to cope 
with and even to afford him additional flexibility. For Instance, crud de
posits on the cladding should be minimum under rperstlng conditions, but are 
probably not Important in ahutdown condition*, In fact, coolant impurities 
are best disposed off as crud on spent fuel to be reprocessed than as solu
ble Ions catched In IX purification resins to be conditioned at the power 
plant site. 

"Suspended solids" is a part of I k primary coolant specification which 
deaaervea adequate attention and backflttlng, aa experience develops. 

Finally, as some CCI events are a consequence of interactive chemical, 
heat transfer and mechnlcal effects, experts should not limit their consid
erations one single of those aspects only. 
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Table I 

CUMPAHATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OK TDK BEI.CIAN POWER I'UANTS 
(The figures In parenthesis represent local peuk condition!.) 

Power plant BR 3 CNA DUEL 1 4 2 Tlhange 1 DOEl, 3 6 
Tlhange 4 

UOKL 4 4 
Tlhange 3 

Start of coaaercial operation 1962 1976 1974 t 75 1975 1 1982 4 83 1984 
Theraal power MWth 41 1000 1200 2700 2800 3000 
Power denalty kW/1 78 (174) 69 (159) 103 (235) 100 (204) 104 (226) 96 (216) 
LIICH W/cm 205 (5)0) 167 (420) 225 (510) 227 (510) 184 (410) 170 (400) 
Heat flux W/c« J 69 (170) 54 (120) 67 (150) 68 (150) 62 (140) 57 (130) 
Coolant pressure bar 140 140 156 156 156 156 
Reactor Inlet C 255 266 287 (289) 284 (290) 287 (290) 293 
Average coolant C 261 (280) 283 302 303 307 311 
Core outlet C 270 (306) 306 (334) 319 (3411 322 (345) 326 (343) 330 (345) 
Water saturation C 335 336 344 345 345 345 
Haxlaun clad OD* C 298 (347) 320 (349) 339 (356) 342 (355) 338 (354) 340 (350) 

I.e. at the external surface of the oxide layer or crud deposit, If present. 

Table 2 

CHARACTERISTICS Of 1X1UEWAAHD AS COMPARED TO MODERN BWR'S 

Power plant Uodcwaard large BWR 

Start coanercfal ope ration 1969 1978-1984 
Therul power MWth 163 2400-3300 
Power density kW/1 36 (112) 51 (110) 
UIGR W/cai 160 (490) 187 (380) 
Meat flux W/c» 2 36 (110) 48 (94) 
Coolant pressure W«/c»2 71 71 
Reactor Inlet C ?UI> 205 
Reactor outlet <: 286 286 



Table 3 
PR1HARV COOLANT WATER PROPERTIES FOR KCD 1 + U (**) 

Data KCD I KCD 11 

pN 6.7 +_ 0 .3 6 .5 + 1.1 

"2 35.4 • 4.7 35.7 • 5.7 c « 3 / k g H 2 0 

C l ~ 13.8 + 4 .6 18.6 + 8.2 »*/l 
s»o 2 185.7 • 83 .9 162.8 ± 65.2 »>g/l 
F~ 1.7 + 0 .8 6.5 •_ 5.3 Kg/1 

°2 2.2 j * 1.2 2.2 i 0 .6 M8/1 
Na* < 10 « 10 Mg/1 
7 u V ) 1447.4 > 529.9 1453.3 + 428.1 MR/1 
K* «• 20 « 20 Kg/1 

Conductivity 15.5 _+ 5.0 17.4 • 4 .7 nS/cn 

» (*) see f igure 1 PP» 

(*) function of burnup 
(**) aeasureaent during the reactor cycles 

u 

Table 4 

CONCENTRATION OK CORROSION PROUUCTS IN THE PRIMARY COOLANT OF KCD 1 (<ig/l) 

Nl 5.4 • 4 .1 
Hg 10.1 + 1.9 
fe 19.5 + 17.1 
s i 62.2 + 138.5 
Al 3.9 • 2 .8 
Cr 1 
Hn 3 
Ba, Cd, Be, Co, CM 1 
Sn, Ho 5 
Pb 10 
A". Sb 100 

Table 5 

AMOUNT OF CRUD FILTERABLE OUT OF THE COOLANT (KCD I) 

Fl l te raeabrane w i th pore d ianeter (u>) 2 1 0.4 0.2 0 .1 

Crud ( a g / 1 ) 0.14 0.12 0.17 1 0.06 0.008 



Table 6 

RADIOACTIVITY IN THE PRIMARY COOUMT (*) 

I s o t o p e KCO 1 KCD 2 Unit 

T o t a l If ( 1 . 1 1 • 0 . 1 1 ) E7 ( 1 . 2 1 • 0 . 0 4 ) E7 B - > 1 - 1 

T o t a l ft ( 3 . 7 0 •_ 7 . 4 0 ) E6 ( 4 . 4 4 + 4 . 0 7 ) E6 a - i r 1 

3 H 1.04 E10 9 . 2 5 E9 Bq a - 3 

, 3 i X e 2 . 9 2 E6 Bq m~3 

5 l C r 2 . 4 1 E6 5 . 5 5 E7 Bq » ~ 3 

1 3 1 , S .18 E5 B q . - 3 

» 8 7 H 1 .33 E7 Bq » ~ 3 

, 3 3 I 7 . 4 0 E6 Bq »~"3 

> 8 Co 2 . 5 2 E7 4 . 0 7 E7 Bq a - 3 

l * t t 3 . 5 9 E6 Bq a - 3 

» 3 'c . 4 . 8 1 E6 Bq a - 3 

5Sta 2 . 5 2 E6 Bq s T 3 

*°Co 
1 

1 .92 E6 Bq s T 3 

<*) : 1.04 E 10 - 1.04 JO 1 0 

Table 7 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF CRUD (KCD 1) (Bq/mg) 

I s o t o p e 
D i s t r i b u t i o n of c rud a c c o r d i n g t o p a r t i c l e s i z e ( p a ) 

I s o t o p e 
I 2 I - 2 0 . 4 - 1 0 . 2 - 0 . 4 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 

5«Co 4 . 4 3 E4 4 . 4 0 E3 4 . 0 0 E3 4 . 0 0 E3 1 .76 E4 

°°Co 4 . 8 | E2 1.11 E2 7 . 4 0 El 7 . 4 0 El 1 .48 K2 

> 9 F e 1 .48 E2 7 . 4 0 El 7 . 4 0 El 

^ C r 4 . 1 8 E3 5 . 1 8 E2 4 . 8 1 E2 

5*Mn 3 . 7 o E2 1 .48 E2 2 . 9 b E2 4 . 0 7 E2 5 . 1 8 E2 

ZL 4 . 9 5 K4 5 . 1 8 E3 4 . 9 2 E3 4 . 5 5 E3 1 .79 E4 

Table 8 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURE OF CORROSION PARTICLES 

Sped sen Main conponent Minor coaponent 

P a r t i c l e s t 0 .45 >i» KCD 2 
(Saaple 1) 

P a r t i c l e s * 0.45 j i a KCO 2 
(Sample 2) 

Crud deposits on reactor 
vessel KCD 2 

fcFe an«l/or Cr 

F e 3 0 4 a/o 
(Fe ,MK) (Cr ,Fe) 2 04 

F e 3 0 A a/o 
( F e , M K ) ( C r , F e ) 2 0 4 

F e 3 0 A a /o 
( F e , M g ) ( C r , F e ) 2 0 4 

Table 9 

PARTICLES IN SUSPENSION AS A FUNCTION OF TIME Qig/1) 

E l e a e n t 
Tiae a f t e r shutdown 

E l e a e n t 
- 2 + 6 . 5 | • 13 I + 4 5 . 5 

Mn < 1 < 1 I < 1 <l 
Fe <2 3 | * 2 3 
Cr < 1 2 | < 1 < I 
SI <.2 < 2 | <2 < 2 
Al < 5 < 5 | < 5 < 5 
Ca < 1 <1 I <.! < 1 
Ni 3 10 | < l 9 
Tl < I <1 | <1 < I 
Hg < 1 <l 1 < l < l 



Table 10 

KCb 2 CHIP INCIDENT - RECUfERATED MATERIAL 

Clean-up Operation 
1 Proportion (Z) 

Clean-up Operation 
1 SS | C st 

Prlaary cirult 
Reactoi pool 
"Piddling" 
"Washing" 
Guide thlables 
Spent fuel pool 
Fuel asseaibly subtotal 

73 | 59 | 41 Prlaary cirult 
Reactoi pool 
"Piddling" 
"Washing" 
Guide thlables 
Spent fuel pool 
Fuel asseaibly subtotal 

36 | 68 | 29 
220 | 5 | 95 
16 | 65 | 35 
0 | nd | nd 
2 | nd | nd 

Prlaary cirult 
Reactoi pool 
"Piddling" 
"Washing" 
Guide thlables 
Spent fuel pool 
Fuel asseaibly subtotal 273 | 16 | 84 

Total 348 | 25 | 75 
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